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Abstrat
Impat of supernova explosion on the neutron star magnetosphere in a massive binary
system is onsidered. The supernova shok striking the NS magnetosphere lled with
plasma an lead to the formation of a magnetospheri tail with signiant magneti energy.
The magneti eld reonnetion in the urrent sheet formed an onvert the magneti
energy stored in the tail into kineti energy of aelerated harged partiles. Plasma
instabilities exited by beams of relativisti partiles an lead to the formation of a short
pulse of oherent radio emission with parameters similar to those of the observed bright
extragalati milliseond radio burst (Lorimer et al. 2007).
Subjet headings: stars: neutron  radio: bursts  pulsars: general
1 Introdution
Supernova (SN) explosion in a binary system with neutron star (NS) is not a rare event. As
the binary system an be disrupted during the seond SN explosion, the lower limit to the rate
of suh events an be estimated, for example, from the galati binary NS formation rate. This
rate as inferred from binary pulsar statistis and population synthesis alulations is of order
of 10−4− 10−5 per year (Postnov & Yungelson 2006), i.e. a few  ten events per ubi Gp per
day.
The impat of the SN shok on NS magnetosphere an lead to spetaular observational
manifestations. For example, Istomin & Komberg (2002) argue that it an result in a narrow-
ollimated jet of hard radiation whih an be observed as a gamma-ray burst (GRB). Their
arguments are based on the umulative eet of the SN shok ating on the NS magnetosphere
resulting in the formation of a long magnetospheri tail. The magneti eld reonnetion in
the tail then gives rise to partile aeleration. Synhrotron emission of these partiles in the
magneti eld an produe hard X-ray photons observed as a gamma-ray burst. Conversion of
magneti energy in the tail into hard X-rays is a ompliated physial problem. It is still to be
seen if this mehanism an explain the gamma-ray burst phenomenon. However the generation
of relativisti partiles during magneti eld reonnetion seems to be unavoidable (see reent
numerial alulations in (Zenitani & Hoshino 2007)), and a large variety of plasma phenomena
are expeted to our during interation of these partiles with the ambient medium.
Here we suggest that plasma instabilities in the proess of the magneti eld reonnetion
an be responsible for the formation of a powerful short non-thermal radio burst. A very short
radio burst with peuliar properties was reently disovered by Lorimer et al. (2007). The
radio ux of the burst at frequeny 1.4 GHz was 30 ± 10 Jy, the duration of the event was
∗
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estimated to be shorter than 5 mse and its dispersion measure was 375 m
−3
p suggesting
the possible extragalati nature of the soure at a distane of ∼ 1 Gp. No host galaxy up
to the 18th B-magnitude has been found implying a distane limit of >600 Mp for a Milky
Way-like host. Suh a distane implies a radio energy release in the burst of ∼ 1040 erg with a
brightness temperature of ∼ 1034 K for isotropi radiation. The total rate of suh bursts was
estimated roughly to be around 90 d
−1
Gp
−3
, whih is muh lower than the ore-ollapse SN
rate ∼ 1000 d−1 Gp−3, but well in exess of the GRB rate ∼ 4 d−1 Gp−3 and the expeted
rate of binary neutron star oalesenes ∼ 2 d−1 Gp−3. This estimate, of ourse, is very
unertain due to a small statistis.
We should note here that properties of the short radio burst reported in Lorimer et al.
(2007) are in fat very similar to those of pulsar radio emission: the oherene, an extremely
high brightness temperature at frequeny ν ≈ 1.4 GHz, a steep spetral shape (∼ ν−4). Lorimer
et al. (2007) disuss several possible known soures of the strong milliseond radio bursts,
inluding rotating radio transients (RRATs) and giant pulses from radio pulsars, but none of
them appear to be energeti enough. Based on statistial arguments only, Popov & Postnov
(2007) proposed that this burst ould be produed by a hyperare of an extragalati magnetar.
Also it was estimated in (Popov & Postnov 2007) that assuming the ratio of radio emission
power to the magneto-rotational losses as observed in giant radio pulses in Crab with a peak ux
of 1000 Jy, a simple saling leads to the onlusion that magnetar magneti elds (B ∼ 1015 G)
and milliseond rotation periods are required. However, magnetars are observed to rotate slowly
P = 1 − 10 s due to rapid spin-down. In the ms magnetar model (Usov 1992, Usov 1994) the
harateristi spin-down time is several seonds, so if radio emission were produed in a newly
born magnetar by some mehanism, we would observe a series of ms pulses with dereasing
period, not a single bright burst.
In ontrast, the magneti eld reonnetion during relaxation of NS magnetosphere after
impat of SN shok naturally leads to the formation of relativisti partile streams. Plasma
instabilities in suh ows stimulate onversion of kineti energy of partiles to the energy of
transverse eletromagneti waves, whih an be observed as the short powerfull burst of non-
thermal radio emission. Lyubarsky (2008b) has shown that suh radio bursts an propagate
through the stellar wind without being destroyed by the indued Compton and Raman satter-
ing provided that they originate at distanes > 1015 m from the exploding massive star and
their soure is moving relativistially. While in massive binary systems suh distanes from
the SN progenitor may be natural, the relativisti bulk motion of the emitting region requires
justiation. In our model emitting region moves relativistially due to aeleration of eletrons
during non-stationary magneti reonnetion.
2 Shok interation with NS magnetosphere
Following Istomin & Komberg (2002), we onsider typial SN shok parameters at the free
expansion stage after the explosion (Imshennik & Nadyozhin 1989): the total kineti energy
Ekin ≈ 10
47
erg, the veloity u ≈ 4 · 109 m/s, the density ρ ≈ 10−8 g/m3, and the shok
width h ≈ 109 m.
Assume that the NS was a pulsar just before the explosion, i.e. relativisti plasma was
generated near its surfae. A young NS an shine as radio pulsar for about 107 yrs. In a massive
binary, the probability for a SN explosion during this stage is not small, espeially if the original
binary omponents had lose masses. The harateristi size of the NS magnetosphere (ignoring
possible asymmetry due to a strong stellar wind of the seondary omponent) is about the light
ylinder size Rl ∼ c/Ω = cP/2π. The NS magnetosphere must be lled with pair plasma with
the number density determined by the Goldreih-Julian value (Goldreih & Julian 1969):
nGJ =
|ρGJ | k
e
=
|ΩB|k
2πce
, (1)
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where k = 104 − 105 is the partile multipliation fator, e is the elementary harge.
The shok kineti energy geometrially interepted by the NS magnetosphere an be esti-
mated as
E′ = Ekin
πR2l
4πa2
= 1039
(
Ω
10rad/s
)−2 ( a
1AU
)−2
erg, (2)
where a is the distane between the stars. Aording to Istomin & Komberg (2002), suh
shok perturbation an lead to the formation of a magnetospheri tail with substantial magneti
energy. The tail is unstable: magneti reonnetion ours and harged partiles are aelerated
to high energies. We suggest that the disruption of the magnetospheri tail an lead to the
formation of two olliding relativisti eletroni and positroni beams. Plasma instabilities
developed in the ollision generate plasma waves whih further an be onverted into transverse
eletromagneti waves, giving rise to a narrow-ollimated beam of outgoing non-thermal radio
emission. The situation here is similar to the most plausible mehanism of radio emission
generation in pulsars (Lyubarsky 1992, 2008a).
Istomin & Komberg (2002) argue that SN shok passing through the NS magnetosphere
ompresses its head-on part and forms a long narrow magnetospheri tail like in the terrestrial
magnetosphere blown by solar wind. In suh a magnetospheri tail onditions of the magneti
eld freezing into the shok plasma and the magneti ux onservation in the tail (see Istomin
& Komberg (2002) for more detail) imply that the magneti eld strength in the tail and the
tail's diameter at distane l from the NS are
Bt = B
∗
(
l
r∗
)1/2
, (3)
dt = 2r
∗
(
l
r∗
)−1/4
, (4)
respetively. Here
B∗ = (4πρu2)1/2 ≈ 106
(
ρ
10−8g/m
3
)1/2(
u
4 · 109m/s
)
G
is the magneti eld at the Alfveni radius r∗ determined as a distane where the magneti eld
pressure is balaned by the shok ram pressure. For the dipole magneti eld and the assumed
shok parameters we nd
r∗ = R
(
B
B∗
)1/3
= R
(
B2
4πρu2
)1/6
≈ 108
(
R
10km
)(
B
1012G
)1/3
m (5)
where B is the eld strength at the NS surfae, R is the NS radius. So the magneti energy
storage in the narrow (dt ≪ L ≃ h, where L is the tail length), magnetized (B
∗ ≈ 106 G)
magnetospheri tail will be
ǫB =
∫
B2t
8π
πd2t
4
dl =
1
12
B∗2r∗3/2h3/2 = 3·1036
(
B∗
106G
)2(
r∗
108m
)3/2(
h
109m
)3/2
erg. (6)
Clearly, suh a tail an be unstable with respet to magneti reonnetion in the urrent sheet.
The symmetry of the problem suggests the plane geometry of the sheet in the orbital plane.
During the magneti reonnetion, the eletri eld omponent transverse to the tail axis is
generated in the plane sheet. This eld an aelerate plasma eletrons with a broad energy
distribution up to high Lorentz fators (see e.g. Zenitani & Hoshino (2007)). Importantly,
some amount of eletron-positron plasma is initially expeted to be present in the tail with
3
the number density below the Goldreih-Julian value (1), sine during the formation of the
magnetospheri tail eletron-positron plasma will outow along the magneti lines that have
been opened up by the shok. The upper limit on the number density of pair plasma in the tail
is
npairs ≤ nGJ(l) ≈ 10
7
(
Ω
10rad/s
)(
B
1012G
)(
k
104
)(
l
5r∗
)−3
m
−3. (7)
At the same time, some amount of eletron-ion plasma an penetrate from the shok into the
tail during its formation. The number density of eletron-ion plasma an signiantly exeeds
that of pairs.
3 Generation of radio emission
At the beginning of the magneti reonnetion, the tail is lled with plasma with admixture of
pairs. During the reonnetion, several X-points an be formed in the long tail (tearing insta-
bility) and a strong eletri eld direted transversely to the tail axis appears and aelerate
harges. Eletrons and positrons are aelerated in opposite diretions so a low-density positron
beam an appear propagating against relativisti eletron plasma. The situation beomes sim-
ilar to the pulsar wind owing along the open eld lines of the NS magnetosphere (Lyubarsky
1992), where tge eletri eld appears due to leak of Goldreih-Julian harge density (quasi-
stationary violation of ondition of full sreening of eletri eld). A fration of the kineti
energy of aelerated partiles an be transformed by plasma instabilities into plasma osilla-
tions mostly at the omoving plasma frequeny. These osillations an then be non-linearly
onverted into transverse eletromagneti waves observed as pulsar radio emission.
In our ase, the duration of the radio pulse produed during magneti reonnetion (fast
reonnetion with Alfven veloity) an be roughly estimated from the transverse size of the
emitting tail: τ ≈ r∗/va ≈ r
∗/c ≈ 3 ms. This time is about as observed in the reported
extragalati radio burst (Lorimer et al. 2007).
The subsequent piture an be as follows. During the magneti eld topology hanging,
a stream of relativisti eletroni plasma moving transversely to the tail axis with some ef-
fetive mean Lorentz-fator Γ an emerge. The reverse ux of positroni plasma aelerated
by the same eletri eld in the reonneting layer moves with about the same Lorentz-fator
against the eletrons. Due to various instabilities (beam instability et.) the kineti energy of
the positroni beam dissipates in the eletroni plasma by exiting plasma osillations. Suh
energy onversion is eetive in the ase of small number density of positrons in omparison
with eletrons (n+ ≪ n−), whih is expeted in our ase. These osillations are non-linearly
onverted into transversal eletromagneti waves whih an be observed as a short radio burst
for an appropriate orientation of the tail and the observer. Relativisti aberration onnes
radio emission within a narrow one with opening angle θ ∼ Γ−1. The osillations our at the
omoving plasma frequeny
ω˜ =
√
4πe2n˜−
m
. (8)
The onversion rate of plasma osillations into transversal waves an be expressed as (e.g.
Lyubarsky (1992))
∂W˜t
∂t
= α˜W˜tW˜l, (9)
where
α˜ =
ω˜
n˜−mc2
, (10)
W˜t and W˜l are the energy densities of the transversal and longitudinal waves, respetively, in
the omoving plasma frame. The observed frequeny is Doppler boosted (emitting eletrons
4
move towards the observer with Lorentz-fator Γ):
ν ∼= 2Γν˜ = 2Γ
ω˜
2π
= 2Γe
√
n˜−e
πm
, (11)
where n˜−e is the eletron number density at the moment of emission. It an be slightly less than
the initial number density in the tail sine during the magneti eld reonnetion the volume
of emitting urrent sheet an widen due to some instabilities (Zenitani & Hoshino (2007)). We
shall adopt n˜−e = αn˜−, where α < 1 is the ratio of eletron number densities in the urrent
layer and in the tail. The total energy of generated radio emission E an be estimated as
the kineti energy of positrons enhaned by fator (2Γ)2. One power of fator (2Γ) appears
due to the Doppler eet, and the seond power is due to transformation of the kineti energy
of positrons to the frame o-moving with eletroni plasma. Below we shall not distinguish
between Lorentz-fators of aelerated eletrons and positrons. Then
E = ζΓN+mc2(2Γ)2 ≈ 4ζΓ3n˜+πr∗2hmc2, (12)
where the fator ζ < 1 takes into aount the eieny of the kineti energy onversion into
eletromagneti radiation, the eieny of partile aeleration et. The N+ is the total number
of positrons, h is the length of the tail. The observed energy ux is then
S =
E
τ∆νπ(0.5θr)2
=
16ζΓ5n˜+r∗2hmc2
τ∆νr2
, (13)
where θ = 1/Γ is the relativisti aberration angle, ∆ν is the frequeny band of the reeiver, r
is the distane to the soure.
Taking the milliseond radio burst parameters ν ≈ 1.4 GHz, S ≈ 30 Jy, r ≈ 500 Mp,
∆ν ≈ 300 MHz (Lorimer et al. 2007) and assuming n˜+ = βn˜−, β < 1, τ ≈ r
∗/c from Eq.
(11)-(13) we nd
Γ ≈ 2000
(
S
30Jy
)1/3(
h
109m
)−1/3(
r
500Mp
)2/3
·
(
r∗
108m
)−1/3 ( ν
1.4GHz
)−2/3 ( α
0.1
)1/3 ( β
0.1
)−1/3(
ζ
0.1
)−1/3
, (14)
n˜+ ≈ 3 · 103
( ν
1.4GHz
)10/3 ( S
30Jy
)−2/3(
h
109m
)2/3
·
(
r
500Mp
)−4/3(
r∗
108m
)2/3 ( α
0.1
)−5/3( β
0.1
)5/3 (
ζ
0.1
)2/3
m
−3, (15)
n˜− ≈ 3 · 104
( ν
1.4GHz
)10/3 ( S
30Jy
)−2/3(
h
109m
)2/3
·
(
r
500Mp
)−4/3(
r∗
108m
)2/3 ( α
0.1
)−5/3( β
0.1
)2/3 (
ζ
0.1
)2/3
m
−3, (16)
E ≈ 5 · 1032
(
S
30Jy
)1/3(
h
109m
)2/3 (
r
500Mp
)2/3
·
(
r∗
108m
)5/3 ( α
0.1
)−2/3( β
0.1
)2/3(
ζ
0.1
)5/3
erg ≈ 10−4ǫB. (17)
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The obtained value of the Lorentz-fator does not ontradit to onstraints imposed by the
indued sattering in the soure plasma (Lyubarsky 2008b). The positroni plasma number
density and the total energy of radio emission aord with Eqs. (7) and (6), respetively.
The spetrum of the observed ms radio burst is dS/dν ∼ ν−4±1. As we mention above, the
generation mehanism of the burst is analogous to that of pulsar radio emission. Consequently,
it is natural that observed spetrum is similar to pulsar radio emission (at the high frequeny
range, partiularly the Crab pulsar has very similar spetrum). Many physial fators an aet
the spetral shape: the wide spetrum of plasma waves (∆ω˜ ∼ ω˜), the wide energy spetrum
of aelerated partiles, plasma inhomogeneities, plasma refration near the soure, extintion
in the parent galaxy, et. The observed spetrum an be partially explained by assuming the
power-law energy distribution of aelerated partiles
˜dn−/dγ ∼ γ−p. The ontribution from
eletrons with Lorentz-fators [γ, γ + dγ] into the observed emission in linear approximation
an be written as
dS ∼ γ ˜dn− ∼ γ1−pdγ. (18)
The additional Lorentz-fator is due to the Doppler eet. Then taking into aount (11) and
(18) we obtain
dS
dν
=
dS
dγ
/
dν
dγ
∼ γ1−p ∼ ν1−p
This spetrum is in agreement with observations provided that p = 4− 6, whih generally does
not ontradit to the energy spetrum of aelerated non-thermal partiles found in numerial
simulations of relativisti magneti reonnetion (Zenitani & Hoshino (2007)).
There ould be a problem with the generated radio burst passing through the shok. How-
ever, the shok an be inhomogeneous and there an be regions with signiantly lower densities
(holes) transparent for radio emission. The upper limit to the allowed density ρ′ an be esti-
mated from the ondition that the plasma frequeny of the shok matter (fully ionized) be less
than the frequeny of radio waves:
ρ′ . mpn
′
e =
πmpmeν
2
e2
≈ 10−14 g/m
3
≪ ρ,
where the n′e is the eletron number density orresponding to the maximum allowed plasma
frequeny. Indeed, observations of SN1987a suggested strong inhomogeneities in the expanding
envelope allowing the early appearane of X-ray emission from the SN remnant (Grebenev &
Syunyaev 1987). The radio emission an also be seen through inhomogeneities, but the observed
duration and ux should be modied by eets of passing through suh an envelope.
4 Hard radiation generation
Let us roughly estimate properties of the possible hard synhrotron emission whih an a-
ompany the magneti reonnetion in the magnetospheri tail. The harateristi energy of
synhrophotons is
ǫγ = ~ωγ ∼ ~
eBt
mc
Γ2 ≈ 40
(
Bt
106G
)(
Γ
2000
)2
keV ,
whih falls into the soft gamma-ray energy range. The upper limits to the total energy of this
radiation Eγ and the ux Sγ an be estimated from Eqs. (3), (14), (16) with aount for the
synhrotron intensity from one partile I = (2/3)(e4B2t )/(m
2c3)Γ2:
Eγ = IN
− =
2e4B2t Γ
2
3m2c3
n˜−πr∗2h ≈ 4 · 1030
(
Bt
106G
)2(
Γ
2000
)2
·(
n˜−
3 · 104m−3
)(
r∗
108m
)2(
h
109m
)( τ
3ms
)
erg, (19)
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Sγ =
Eγ
π(0.5θr)2
≈ 10−14
(
Bt
106G
)2 (
Γ
2000
)4
·(
n˜−
3 · 104m−3
)(
r∗
108m
)2(
h
109m
)(
r
500Mp
)−2
erg
s · m2
. (20)
Apparently, the total energy of hard non-thermal radiation is similar to that of radio emission
(17), but the ux falls short of the sensitivity of modern detetors. So no aompanying
"gamma-ray burst" is expeted, whih agrees with the absene of any gamma-ray event at the
time of the observed radio burst (Lorimer et al. 2007). Clearly, should this happen in our
Galaxy or in the Loal Group, both radio and gamma-ray bursts an be observed, probably
assoiated with an emerging supernova.
5 Disussion
We have shown that a bright milliseond burst of non-thermal radio emission with properties
similar to those observed by Lorimer et al. (2007) an be explained by the supernova shok
interation with NS magnetosphere in a massive binary system. The shok passing through
the magnetosphere leads to the formation of a long magnetospheri tail (Istomin & Komberg
2002). We onjeture that the magneti energy stored in the tail an be transformed into the
kineti energy of non-thermal partiles due to magneti reonnetion. If there is some fration of
positrons (whih seems reasonable if NS before the SN explosion was at the pulsar stage), plasma
instabilities an transform the kineti energy of the less dense positroni beam into the plasma
osillations in the eletron beam whih an then be non-linearly onverted into transversal
eletromagneti waves, like in pulsar magnetospheres (Lyubarsky 1992), thereby produing a
short pulse of non-thermal radio emission. The magneti elds of young NSs an vary in a wide
range from 1011 to 1015 G, leading to a broad range of magnetospheri sizes, densities of pair
plasma lling the magnetosphere, et. The situation is even more diverse in massive binary
systems with strong stellar winds from presupernova stars. In addition, the density and veloity
of SN shoks an also vary signiantly. So all basi parameters of our model (r∗, n˜+, τ , Γ and
n˜−) an be very dierent, and so should be the properties (frequeny, ux, duration) of possible
radio transients aompanying the magnetosphere topology restruturing during reonnetion.
Magneti reonnetion an also our in the region with toroidal magneti eld beyond the
light ylinder of a pulsar. In this ase the urrent sheet is loated in the rotational equatorial
plane of the pulsar. The magneti eld strength at the light ylinder Bl an be signiant:
Bl ≈ B
(
R
Rl
)3
≈ 4 · 105
(
B
1013G
)(
Ω
100rad/s
)3
G.
Hene there is a substantial magneti energy storage ǫB ∼ (B
2
l /8π)R
3
l ∼ 10
35
erg outside the
magnetosphere (taking into aount that toroidal magneti eld dereases slowly as 1/r). A
stationary reonnetion of the toroidal eld was suggested by Lyubarsky (1996) to explain hard
emission of pulsars. In our senario, the passing shok ompresses the NS magnetosphere and
an initiate a non-stationary large-sale reonnetion of the toroidal magneti eld beyond the
light ylinder. Estimates similar to those given in Setion 3 an explain the generation of short
radio burst in two-dimensional urrent sheet approximation. Its properties an be similar to
those observed by Lorimer et al. (2007) assuming model parameters similar to those given by
Eqs. (14)-(17) (provided that positrons, whih exite plasma waves, are olleted from a large
volume ∼ R3l ). Suh parameters do not ontradit all existing onstraints, so this approah
an be onsidered as an alternative model for the milliseond radio burst. In this ase it is not
needed to explain the transpareny of the shok to the emergent radio emission sine the radio
pulse an be produed before the SN shok has passed the magnetosphere and sreened the
soure.
7
The searh for other short radio transients is under way (Lorimer et al. 2007), and larger
statistis an be used in future to test the proposed model.
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